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Abstract—Multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations are common in data processing and machine learning but costly in terms of

hardware usage. Stochastic Computing (SC) is a promising approach for low-cost hardware design of complex arithmetic operations

such as multiplication. Computing with deterministic unary bit-streams (defined as bit-streams with all 1s grouped at the beginning or

end of a bit-stream) has been recently suggested to improve the accuracy of SC. Conventionally, SC designs use multiplexer (mux)

units or OR gates to accumulate data in the stochastic domain. MUX-based addition suffers from scaling of data and OR-based addition

from inaccuracy. This work proposes a novel technique for MAC operation on unary bit-streams that allows exact, non-scaled addition

of multiplication results. By introducing a relative delay between the products, we control correlation between bit-streams and eliminate

OR-based addition error. We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed technique compared to the state-of-the-art MAC designs. After

quantization, the proposed technique demonstrates at least 37 percent and up to 100 percent decrease of the mean absolute error for

uniformly distributed random input values, compared to traditional OR-based MAC designs. Further, we demonstrate that the proposed

technique is practical and evaluate area, power and energy of three possible implementations.

Index Terms—Stochastic computing, unary computing, multiply accumulate, unary bit-streams, deterministic bit-stream processing, pulse-

width modulation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

STOCHASTIC Computing (SC) [1], [2], [3] is an unconven-
tional computing paradigm providing low-cost and

noise-tolerant design for complex arithmetic functions such
as multiplication. In contrast to common positional binary
representation, in SC, data is represented using non-posi-
tional uniform bit-streams. The bit-streams can be random
with interleaved bits of 0s and 1s or predictable (determin-
istic) with uniform unary bit-streams having first all 1s and
then all 0s (or vice versa) [4], [5], [6].

SC can be realized in both digital and analog domain. In
the digital domain, the binary to bit-stream conversion is
often performed using a stochastic number generator (SNG)
unit built from a random number generator (RNG) (or a
counter for the unary case) and a comparator [5]. Alterna-
tively, in the analog domain where the input is given in ana-
log voltage or current format, an analog-to-time converter
such as a pulse-width modulator can be used to convert the
data into a time-encoded stochastic number [7]. The impor-
tant factor in generating stochastic numbers is the ratio of
the number of 1s to the length of bit-stream, or the fraction
of the time that the signal is high (i.e., logic-1). For example,
if a signal is high 20 percent of the time, or equivalently, if

20 percent of the bits in a bit-stream are 1, the signal/bit-
stream represents 0.20 in the so-called unipolar representa-
tion [3]. In the unipolar format, the probability of observing
a 1 in the bit-stream is equal to the represented value.1

Unless otherwise stated, the bit-streams discussed in this
paper are in the unipolar format. The outputs of stochastic
operations are again two-level signals, which can be used as
the input(s) to other stochastic circuits or converted back to
positional binary representation for further processing
using conventional binary designs or storing in memory.

While (pseudo) random bit-streams have been the com-
mon form of representing data in SC [2], [3], unary bit-
streams recently attracted attention due to their efficient
and low-cost generation, and their potential for determin-
istic and accurate computation using SC logic [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. For example, 1100, 0011, and 1111000 are all
examples of unary bit-streams representing 0.5. Unary bit-
streams in the digital domain are interpreted as PWM sig-
nals in the analog domain [7]. A PWM signal is defined by a
duty cycle (D) and a frequency (or period where fre-
quency=1/period). The duty cycle is the fraction of time in
which the signal is high. Hence, the duty cycle determines
the represented value. Fig. 1 shows a PWM signal with D ¼
3
4 , which can also be sampled as a discrete unary bit-stream
and represented by 0111. Continuous PWM signals can
work with significantly higher speed [7], but are more sus-
ceptible to environmental conditions and noise compared to
discrete bit-streams. While processing of discrete bit-
streams is also limited by quantization noise, digital bit-
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1. A stochastic value is said to be unipolar, if x ¼Mrx, where x
denotes the represented value, r denotes the probability of observing
high (logic 1), and M is a positive scaling factor. In this paper, we
assumeM ¼ 1.
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streams are easier to buffer and process compared to contin-
uous signals.

Accumulation (addition) is an essential operation for
many computing systems. In unipolar SC, numbers are lim-
ited to the [0,1] interval [2]. Hence, scaled addition, instead
of normal addition, is natural as the maximum output from
normal addition will be above the upper bound. A multi-
plexer (MUX) implements scaled addition in SC, when corre-
lated (or uncorrelated) bit-streams are connected to the main
and an uncorrelated bit-stream, representing 0.5, is connected
to the select input [5], [7]. In this paper, we use the stochastic
cross correlation (SCC) [12] as a measure for correlation.
Two bit-streams are called positively correlated (SCC ¼ þ1)
when they have maximum overlap between 1s, and nega-
tively correlated (SCC ¼ �1) when they have minimum
overlap between 1s. Further, the term uncorrelated
(SCC ¼ 0) is used interchangeable with independent. The cor-
relation of bit-streams can be controlled during generation of
them or manipulated [13] when receiving from other sto-
chastic circuits. It is also possible to generate approximately
uncorrelated or correlated bit-streams from existing bit-
streams using additional circuitry. For example, the uncorre-
lated select input of the MUX can be generated by using an
additional XOR gate and a (toggle) flipflop [14], [15].

The processing time increases exponentially with the bit-
stream lengths as the output length equals the product of
the periods of the input bit-streams [5]. When the input val-
ues are small and the result stays in the representable range,
i.e., in the [0,1] interval, non-scaled addition is preferred. As
an alternative to the MUX-based scaled addition, OR gate
has been suggested for fast and non-scaled addition of
data [16]. A requirement for OR-based addition, however, is
that the input bit-streams must be negatively correlated to
produce accurate output. If a bit in a bit-stream is 1, the
same bit position in the other bit-stream(s) must be 0. Any
overlap between 1s results in inaccuracy in the OR-based
addition.

Besides the traditional summation methods using MUX
unit and OR gate, several modifications and alternatives
have been proposed in the literature. One approach for non-
scaled addition combines an OR-based adder with addi-
tional circuitry that includes a shift register [17]. When both
inputs of the OR gate are 1, the circuit forwards logic-1 to
the output and stores a 1 bit in the shift register. When both
inputs are 0, a previously stored 1 bit is added to the inputs.
Assuming that the shift register is large enough to store
enough 1s and the sum is in the valid interval, this method
also allows exact summation. If the sum should be

converted back to a binary number, an accumulative paral-
lel counter (APC) can be used to implement the exact non-
scaled summation and the conversion to binary in a single
circuit. APC function as multi-input stochastic-to-binary
converters that increase an internal counter for each 1 at
their inputs [18]. Finally, scaled summation can be mapped
to mealy finite state machines [15]. The number of inputs is
equal to the number of states and the current state in con-
junction with the current input determine the output.
Despite the fact that in SC, multiplication can be accurate
and efficient, it has been shown in [19] that multiply-accu-
mulate (MAC) circuits can be implemented without conven-
tional stochastic multiplication and addition. In [19], the
authors use counters to compute multiplication as well as
accumulation and the inputs and outputs are in conven-
tional binary format.

In this work, we propose a novel summation theory that
builds on the already existing work on exact multiplication
operation (with AND gates) using deterministic unary bit-
streams [5], [7], [8]. Combined, this work performs fast, effi-
cient and accurate MAC operation that can be used in many
applications. We propose an OR-based MAC unit that accu-
rately accumulates the output of multiplication operations
performed on unary bit-streams.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief overview of unary SC and MAC operation.
In Section 3, we present our claims for the proposed theo-
rem as well as the theoretical limits on summation of multi-
plication results for our technique. In Sections 4 and 5,
mathematical proofs are derived for the proposed theory
and its upper error bound, respectively. Section 6 presents
experimental results of the proposed technique. In this sec-
tion, we also provide accuracy comparisons with the state-
of-the-art MAC designs and evaluate gray-scaling as a prac-
tical case study. In Section 7, we provide an analysis of the
resource consumption between different MAC implementa-
tions. We further discuss constraints and latency of our
technique in Section 8. Finally, we draw conclusions in
Section 9.

2 BASICS OF MAC OPERATION USING TIME-
ENCODED STOCHASTIC COMPUTING

The MAC operation is defined as

a aþ ðb � cÞ; (1)

with a as accumulator, and b and c as factors. A block dia-
gram of Equation (1) is illustrated in Fig. 2a. It is worth
pointing out that using multiple multipliers in parallel com-
bined with a multi-input adder produces the same output
value z. That is

z ¼
XN
i¼1

xiyi; (2)

with inputs xi; yi. The corresponding architecture is shown
in Fig. 2b. The advantage of (2) lies in a faster computation
speed at the cost of additional hardware resources.

A unary bit-stream is mathematically describable
through a length (or period), n, and number of 1s, v. The
value represented by a unary bit-stream is v

n . For example, if

Fig. 1. Encoding the value 0.75 into the duty-cycle of a time-encoded
pulse-width-modulation (PWM) signal. SC works with time-continuous
PWM signals as well as with their time-discrete represented which we
call periodic unary bit-streams.
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n ¼ 16 and v ¼ 4, the bit-stream represents v
n ¼ 4

16 ¼ 0:25. We
will show that factors with relatively prime lengths of k ¼
n� 1 always have a centered interval of uninterrupted 0s in
the products. A relative delay (i.e., a unique lag between
bit-streams) can position 1s of other summands in an inter-
val where all other products exclusively have 0s. This
allows accurate accumulation of stochastic products
through logic-OR. The proposed technique has no restric-
tions concerning the cause of the relative delays between
summands. As examples, we provide three possible imple-
mentations in Section 6.2.

Throughout the paper, whenever we refer to multiplica-
tion, the underlying operation is logic-AND, and addition
stands for applying logic-OR to stochastic bit-streams. When
we use the terms summands, products or the inputs of the
OR gate, we refer to the intermediate results between multi-
plication and summation. We emphasize that the focus of
this paper lies in the summation of unary bit-streams. For
more detail on why and how multiplication of unary bit-
streams is performed accurately, we refer the reader to [5].
In Section 3, we will take a closer look at the limits on sum-
mation of products using logic-OR and upper-error-bound,
if these limits are exceeded.

3 THEOREM

3.1 Claim

Let v denote the maximum allowed number of 1s in the
input bit-streams. If binary numbers, represented by unary
bit-streams with relatively prime lengths of n; k (where k ¼
n� 1 and both inputs are less than or equal to v

k) are multi-
plied using logic-conjunction, then N products (results of
multiplication) can be accurately summed using logic-dis-
junctions, when each summand is processed with a prede-
fined lag. The upper-bound ofN and v is given by

N �
�
n� v

v

�
�
�
n

v

�
(3)

v �
$

n

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Nþ1p �1

2 e þ 1

%
; (4)

where fN;n; v 2 Ng:

3.2 Expanded Explanation and Examples

Note that N is the number of inputs to the OR gate (not to
the MAC unit). A pairwise multiplication of 2N inputs with

AND gates results in N products, which are then summed by
OR gates. For example, if n ¼ kþ 1 ¼ 8 and v ¼ 4, at most
N ¼ 2 products can be summed by an OR gate without pro-
ducing any error. The four inputs of the MAC unit must be
less than or equal to v

k ¼ 0:5714. As some additional exam-
ples, Table 1 lists the maximum allowed input thresholds
for different n ¼ kþ 1 and N for exact MAC.

Note that, Equation (4) can be used when the application
determines the number of inputs. In that case, the input
range is ½0; vk�. We also provide (3), which is more applicable
when the input ranges are known in advance or the applica-
tion does not imply a specific number of inputs.

The delays mentioned above need to be applied in the
computation-chain before performing logic-OR. This is done
by either inserting registers, delaying the bit-stream genera-
tion, or using the intrinsic delay of sequential arriving data.
The important point in performing exact addition is that all
summands are delayed differently and therefore, N unique
delays are required to sum N products. In Section 4, we will
derive two types of delays. Long or major, and intermediate
or minor delays. We will show Nmajor=

�
n�2v
v

�
(Nmajor 2 N)

as the number of different long and Nminor=Nmajorþ
1=

�
n�v
v

�
(Nminor 2 N) as the number of different minor

delays. Having defined the required variables, we will now
present the algorithm that computes the delays. Algorithm 1
gets two inputs n; v and returns a vector with
N=ðNmajor þ 1Þ � ðNminor þ 1Þ unique delays, which guaran-
tees exact MAC for input values less than or equal v

k . As an
example, we calculate Nmajor = 1 and Nminor = 2, when n=16
and v=5. We compute N=6 different delays with Algorithm
1 and get Delays :¼ f0; 5; 10; 80; 85; 90g. Fig. 3 shows the
summation for this example. The first six sequences are the
delayed products of two factors ( 516 � 515). The last sequence
represents the sum, produced using a 6-input OR gate.

Algorithm 1. Computing Delays for N Summands

Input: n; v
Output:Delays
1: Nmajor ¼

�
n�2v
v

�
,Nminor ¼

�
n�v
v

�
, i ¼ 1

2: for q ¼ 0; 1; 2; toNmajor do
3: for p ¼ 0; 1; 2; to Nminor do
4: DelaysðiÞ ¼ q � vnþ p � v
5: i ¼ iþ 1
6: end for
7: end for
8: returnDelays

Fig. 2. (a) MAC architecture with accumulator a and factors b and c for
sequential data. (b) Parallel MAC architecture with factors xi; yi and
result z.

TABLE 1
Examples for the Accuracy Threshold v

k for Different Period
Lengths n ¼ kþ 1 and Number of MAC Inputs,

See Equation (92)

Calculation with input values below the thresholds is exact.
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If input bit-streams have more 1s than allowed by (4),
exact MAC operation cannot be guaranteed. In that case,
inputs represent values that are greater than v

k . Pairwisemul-
tiplication of these inputs is exact, but the accumulation of
their products causes error. In that circumstance, the upper
error bound,Eupper, gives themaximum summation error

Eupper ¼
3
2 cðcþ 1Þ þ cðv� 1Þ

nk
� L; (5)

where c is the number of extra (and potentially overlapping)
1s per period in the input bit-streams and vþ c is the total
number of 1s in them. Further, LðL � N jL 2 N) is the num-
ber of products, where inputs represent values in ½0; vþcn �.
We highlight that L is the number of products, i.e., the num-
ber of inputs to the OR gate.

Subsequently, we give two examples for the usage of (5).
In the first one, the application guarantees that half of the
inputs satisfy (4), but no assumptions are made for the
remaining inputs. This example is meant to point out how
to use variable L to consider correct summands during the
error estimation. Fig. 4 shows the proposed MAC circuit
with two of four input bit-streams (X1 and Y 1) not satisfy-
ing (4), having one extra logic-1 (c ¼ 1) per period. Because
both are connected to the same AND gate, one product
(L ¼ 1) has too many 1s for exact summation. We use short
relative prime periods n ¼ kþ 1 ¼ 3 for better graphic dis-
play. The circuit computes 1101100 which represents 4

6 , the
number of 1s divided by the least common multiple (LCM)
of the input periods. The MAC error is 5

6-
4
6 ¼ 1

6 , which is less

than the upper error bound Eupper ¼
3
2�1�ð1þ1Þþ1�ð1�1Þ

3�2 � 1 ¼ 1
2 .

In the second example, all input values stay in the allowed
½0; vk� interval. The results are exact, when all input values are
less than or equal v

k ¼ 0:315, with n ¼ kþ 1 ¼ 16, v ¼ 5 and
N ¼ 6. The maximum exact result is z ¼P6

1
5
16 � 515 ¼ 0:625,

when all input bit-streams have v ¼ 5 1s per period. In

contrast to the first example, all input values exceed the
threshold at the same time. Now assume that all 12 MAC
inputs (L ¼ 6) have one additional bit toggled from 0 to 1
(c ¼ 1). The output increases to z ¼PN

i¼1
6
16 � 615 ¼ 0:9, whereas

the proposed method computes 0.8625. The error 0:9�
0:8625 ¼ 0:0375 is less than the upper-error estimation in (5)

Eupper ¼ ½3
2
� 1ð1þ 1Þ þ 1 � ð5� 1Þ�=ð16� 15Þ � 6 ¼ 0:175: (6)

In the next section, we prove that the proposed method is
exact when condition (3) or (4) is satisfied.

4 PROOF OF THE THEOREM

Assume Sn and Sk are two unary bit-streams with v 1s, fol-
lowed by n� v and k� v 0s. Their product is computed by
feeding k repetitions of Sn and n repetitions of Sk to an AND

Fig. 3. The proposed method for exact summation of six unary bit-streams using relative delays and logic-disjunction. The summands a; b; c; d; e; f
are delayed by 0,5,10,80,85,90 bits, respectively. All summands are equal besides of the different delay (a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ d ¼ e ¼ v

n
v
k) and sum to aþ bþ

cþ dþ e ¼ 6ðvn v
kÞ ¼ 0:625, with n ¼ 16, k ¼ 15 and v ¼ 5. The bottom plot shows the logic-OR of upper sequences and represents the exact sum.

Fig. 4. The proposed MAC technique for four inputs, relative prime
lengths n ¼ kþ 1 ¼ 3 and a relative delay between summands of 1 bit
(marked by gray squares). The circuit is exact for inputs with at most 1
bit logic-1 per period (input values � v

k ¼ 1
2). Because X1 and Y 1 exceed

this limit by c ¼ 1 bit, the result z has a maximum error Eupper ¼ 0:5 (5).
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gate as elaborated in [7]. The n times repetition of Sk will be
denoted as Sk;n. Similarly, Sn;k is the k times repeated
sequence of Sn. Sn;k, Sk;n and their logic-conjunction SAND are
piecewise defined as

Sn;k½i� ¼ 1 fnx � i < nxþ vg ðaÞ
0 fnxþ v � i < nðxþ 1Þg ðbÞ

�
(7)

Sk;n½i� ¼ 1 fky � i < kyþ vg ðaÞ
0 fkyþ v � i < kðyþ 1Þg ðbÞ

�
(8)

SAND½i� ¼ ANDðSn;k; Sk;nÞ (9)

with f0 � x < k; 0 � y < njx; y 2 Ng: (10)

Note that, in the binary domain, (7) and (8) are factors of the
product represented by (9). Fig. 5 shows these sequences for
n ¼ 5, k ¼ 4 and v ¼ 2. The subsequent proof of (3) is divided
into two parts. We begin by deriving positions of 1s in SAND.
We will then use this information to derive the relative
delays that lead to no overlap between 1s. Using these delays
will guarantee exact summation through logic-disjunction.

By definition ANDðSn;k½i�; Sk;n½i�Þ produces a 1 when

fSn;k½i� ¼ 1 AND Sk;n½i� ¼ 1g: (11)

It follows that both inequations, (7,a) and (8,a) are required
to be fulfilled to get a 1 in SAND

fnx � i < nxþ v and ky � i < kyþ vg: (12)

We use natural numbersm; t to rewrite inequations (12)

fnx � i < nxþ vg ¼ fi ¼ nxþmg (13)

fky � i < kyþ vg ¼ fi ¼ kyþ tg: (14)

with f0 � m < v; 0 � t < vjm; t 2 Ng
Equations (12) to (14) lead to two possible substitutions:

ffnx � i < nxþ v and i ¼ kyþ tg or

fky � i < kyþ v and i ¼ nxþmgg
(15)

¼ ffnx � kyþ t < nxþ vg or

fky � nxþm < kyþ vgg (16)

¼ ff�t � ky� nx < v� tg or

f�m � nx� ky < v�mgg (17)

¼ ffv� t > ky� nx � �tg or

fm � ky� nx > m� vgg: (18)

The disjunction in (18) has two maximum solutions
(m ¼ t ¼ 0 and m ¼ t ¼ v� 1) that both can be simplified
to (19)

fv > ky� nx � 0 or 0 � ky� nx > �vg (19)

v > jky� nxj: (20)

For given k and n there are different solutions to (20). We
set k ¼ n� 1 for the reasons mentioned in Section 1. Hence

v > jnðy� xÞ � yj: (21)

A closer look at (21) and constraint n > v reveals that no
solution is possible for y � x� 1 and y � xþ 2 because both
equations result in a contradiction

for y � x� 1! y ¼ x� 1�m

v > jnðy� xÞ � yj ¼y¼x�1�m j � n�mn� yj 6< v
(22)

for y � xþ 2! y ¼ xþ 2þm

v > jnðy� xÞ � yj ¼y¼xþ2þm j2nþmn� yj 6< v: ð23Þ
with fm � 0jm 2 Ng

Next, we find explicit solutions for x, knowing that the only
possible values for y in (21) are (I .) y ¼ x and (II .) y ¼ xþ 1

v > jky� nxj ¼ jny� y� nxj (24)

for (I . ) y ¼ x

v > jnx� x� nxj ¼ x! x < v
(25)

for (II . ) y ¼ xþ 1

v > jnxþ n� x� 1� nxj ¼ jn� x� 1j (26)

¼x<n
n� 1� x ¼k¼n�1

k� x! x > k� v: (27)

Therefore, 1s in SAND only appear in the beginning and
end (x < v and x > k� v). Substituting for y in (12)
leads to (30) and (33) that describe 1s of SAND, if both fac-
tors have v 1s

!y¼x fnx �< nxþ v and kx � i < kxþ vg (28)

¼ fmaxðnx; kxÞ � i < minðnxþ v; kxþ vÞg (29)

¼ fnx � i < kxþ vg for x < v (30)

!y¼xþ1 fnx �< nxþ v and kxþ k � i < kxþ kþ vg (31)

¼ fmaxðnx; kxþ kÞ � i < minðnxþ v; kxþ kþ vÞg
(32)

¼ fkðxþ 1Þ � i < nxþ vg for x > k� v:

(33)

Fig. 5. Stochastic multiplication of two unary bit-streams using AND gate.
Sn;k represents

v
n ¼ 2

5 with v ¼ 2 1s and a period of n ¼ 5 bits (Duty Cycle
DSn;k¼0:4). Sk;n represents v

k ¼ 2
4 with a period of k ¼ 4 bits (Duty Cycle

DSk;n¼0:5). The output SAND represents
1
5 .
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SAND½i� ¼

1 fnx � i < kxþ vg ðaÞ
for 0 � x < v

1 fkðxþ 1Þ � i < nxþ vg ðbÞ
for k > x > k� v

0 else ðcÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

: (34)

We will follow the common notation jIj for the length of
interval I. The length of an interval is the absolute value of
the difference between the two endpoints. The minimal
interval with property ffnx � i < kxþ vg for x < vg 	
Ibegin that includes all sections of (34,a) is

Ibegin ¼ ½0; kðv� 1Þ þ vÞ (35)

jIbeginj ¼ kvþ v� k ¼ nv� k: (36)

In the same manner, we define Iend for (34,b) and get

Iend ¼ ½kðk� vþ 2Þ; nðk� 1Þ þ vÞ (37)

jIendj ¼ nv� n� k: (38)

Observe that jIbeginj is greater than jIendj regardless of v

maxðjIbeginj; jIendjÞ ¼ jIbeginj ¼ nv� k: (39)

Both Ibegin and Iend contain a certain percentage of 1s pro-
portional to the values of factors. On the contrary, IF;major

contains 0s only and is between Ibegin and Iend.

IF;major ¼ ½nv; nðk� vþ 1ÞÞ
¼ ½nv; nðn� vÞÞ (40)

jIF;majorj ¼ nðn� vÞ � ðnvÞ
¼ n2 � 2nv:

(41)

Knowing q � vn � jIbeginj (1 � qjq 2 N), a relative delay
of q � vn bits between two summands avoids overlap
between their Ibegin. As a result of jIbeginj > jIendj it also
avoids overlap between their Iend. Delays of form q � vn
will be called major delays. We write SAND;q for major-
delayed products and Ibegin;q, Iend;q, IF;major;q for their
right-shifted intervals

SAND;q½i� ¼ SAND½i� q � vn�: (42)

The task is now to find maximum qmax ¼ Nmajor that
Ibegin;Nmajor

does not intersect with Iend of other products

jIF;majorj � ðvnÞNmajor � 0 (43)

Nmajor � jIF;majorj
vn

(44)

Nmajor � n� 2v

v
: (45)

It follows that interval Ibegin;q (1 � q � Nmajor) is in
IF;major;q�1 and Iend;q is right-shifted out of SAND;q�1. There-
fore, Nmajor þ 1 ¼ �

n�v
v

�
major-delayed products do not

create overlap in logic-disjunction, when each of them is
uniquely delayed.

We can now consider the derivation of Nminor and factor
bvnc in (3). By definition of logic-AND, 0s in Sn;k (and Sk;n) also
appear in SAND. Substituting i! i� q � vn into (7,b) shows
that applying major delays extend and do not disturb the
periodicity of 0s. Therefore, SAND;q and the logic-disjunction
of them share a regular occurring pattern of 0s, denoted
IF;minor

SAND;q½i� ¼ 0 for fnðxþ qvÞ þ v � i < nðxþ 1þ qvÞg (46)

IF;minor ¼ ½nðxþ qvÞ þ v; nðxþ 1þ qvÞÞ (47)

jIF;minorj ¼ nðxþ qvþ 1Þ � ðnðxþ qvÞ þ vÞ (48)

¼ n� v: (49)

Let Itwo�level be a recurring interval that does not intersect
with IF;minor. Itwo�level has 1s proportional to the input values
and contains all 1s of SAND;q. The exact positions of 1s are not
required for this proof

Itwo�level ¼ ½nðxþ qvÞ; nðxþ qvÞ þ vÞ
for 0 � x < v and k > x > k� v

with Itwo�level \ IF;minor ¼ fg
(50)

jItwo�levelj ¼ v (51)

According to (49) and (51), SP
AND;q consists of an alter-

nating pattern of v logical-undetermined bits, followed by
n� v bits being guaranteed 0s. Assuming jIF;minorj �
jItwo�levelj, a relative minor-delay of jItwo�levelj ¼ v between
SAND;q avoids overlap at logic-disjunction, because IF;minor

exclusively has 0s. We now proceed similar to (45) and com-
pute the number of unique minor-delays Nminor

jIF;minorj � jItwo�levelj �Nminor � 0 (52)

Nminor � jIF;minorj
jItwo�levelj ¼

n� v

v
: (53)

The delay for each summand is computed with two varia-
bles 0 � q � Nmajor and 0 � p < Nminor with Delayðq; vÞ ¼
q � vnþ p � v. In its final form SAND;q;p½i� ¼ SAND;q½i� p � v� ¼
SAND½i� q � vn� p � v� is defined as

SAND;q;p½i� ¼

1 fnxþ qvnþ pv � i < kxþ qvnþ ðpþ 1Þvg
for x < v

1 fkðxþ 1Þ þ qvnþ pv � i < nxþ qvnþ ðpþ 1Þvg
for x > k� v

0 else

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

:

(54)

The result of MAC operation is

SSUM ½i� ¼
XNmajor;Nminor

q¼0;p¼0
SAND½i� q � vn� p � v�: (55)

Counting the number of different available delays (N 2 N),
that is the possibilities for q and p leads to the claim in (3)

N � ðNmajor þ 1ÞðNminor þ 1Þ (56)
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N �
�
n� 2v

v
þ 1

��
n� v

v
þ 1

�
¼

�
n� v

v

��
n

v

�
: (57)

The maximum integer function in (57) is required
because Nminor and Nmajor are naturals. Solving (57) for v is
possible because of the property Nminor ¼ Nmajor þ 1. Since
N is the product of two consecutive integers we call N a
pronic number (N ¼ xðxþ 1Þ with x ¼ Nmajor þ 1). By anal-
ogy with the square root of N , the pronic-root of N is x ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Nþ1p �1

2 . KnowingN we can calculate its Nmajor with

Nmajor þ 1 ¼
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4N þ 1
p � 1

2

	
: (58)

Next, we solve (45) for natural v and substitute for
Nmajor þ 1. The result is equal to claim (4)

v �
�

n

Nmajor þ 2

�
(59)

v �
$

n

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Nþ1p �1

2 e þ 1

%
: (60)

In the following section, we discuss the behavior of the
proposed technique when the maximum input constraint
(4) is not satisfied. We derive a maximum error-bound and
prove that the error is less than Eupper from (5).

5 PROOF OF THE UPPER ERROR BOUND

This section proves that inputs representing greater values
than (4) cause a maximum error given in (5). So far, we have
been working under the assumption that the system was
designed for N summands and input values are in the ½0; vk�
interval. Now suppose that the allowed input interval
expands to ½0; vþcn � and N is not reduced. To account for
greater input values, we substitute v! vþ c in (34,a) and
(34,b), and write S0AND for products (summands) with
increased input values

S0AND ¼

1 fnx � i < kxþ ðvþ cÞg ðaÞ
for 0 � x < (v+c)$ x 2 fx0; x1g

1 fkðxþ 1Þ � i < nxþ ðvþ cÞg ðbÞ
for k > x > k� (v+c)$ x 2 fx3; x4g

0 else ðcÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

(61)

Partitioning index x (0� x < k) into five shorter indexes
(x ¼ x0 [ x1 [ x2 [ x3 [ x4) simplifies the subsequent error
analysis

0 � x0 < v (62)

v � x1 < ðvþ cÞ (63)

ðvþ cÞ � x2 < k� ðvþ cÞ þ 1 (64)

k� ðvþ cÞ þ 1 � x3 < k� vþ 1 (65)

k� vþ 1 � x4 < k: (66)

Whenever we analyze one specific section of SAND, we
abbreviate intervals of SAND with side condition x ¼ xi 2
fx0; x1 . . .x6g to S0AND;xi

S0AND;xi ¼ SAND and x ¼ xi: (67)

Logic-1s within previously assumed logic-0 intervals pro-
duce error at logic-OR, because they can overlap with 1s of
other delayed summands. The proposed upper-error bound
assumes all extra 1s to cause error and sums the individual
components. In what follows, the error is calculated by
intersecting both intervals ((47) and (40)) with 1s in S0AND

(61,a) and (61,b). The intersection between intervals is
defined as Ii \ Ij. We use variable Mi;j for the number of
bits in the intersections

I1 \ I2 ¼ ½a; bÞ \ ½c; dÞ (68)

¼ ½maxða; cÞ;minðb; dÞÞ (69)

M1;2 ¼ jI1 \ I2j (70)

¼ minðb; dÞ �maxða; cÞ: (71)

There is no intersection between IF;major and SAND;x0,
because maxðSAND;x0Þ < minðIF;majorÞ. Same technique for
x1 shows that in the worst case, S0AND;x1 is in IF;major, so all 1s
of S0AND;x1 could cause error. We sum all bits of jS0AND;x1j using
Gauss-Sum for natural numbers

Mx1;Fmajor
¼ jS0AND;x1 \ IF;majorj (72)

¼
X
x¼x1

minðkxþ ðvþ cÞ; nðn� vÞÞ

�maxðnx; nvÞ �
X
jS0AND;x1 j

(73)

¼
X
x¼x1
j½nx; kxþ vþ cÞj (74)

¼
Xvþc�1
x¼v

vþ c� x ¼ cðcþ 1Þ
2

: (75)

By definition S0AND;x2 ½i�=0 regardless of inputs and
Mx2;Fmajor

is zero as a result. In worst case, S0AND;x3 is
completely in IF;major, which can be seen when compar-
ing their maximum and minimum. Hence, we again sum
bits in S0AND;x3

Mx3;Fmajor
¼ jS0AND;x3 \ IF;majorj �

X
jS0AND;x3 j (76)

¼
X
x¼x3
j½kðxþ 1Þ; ðkþ 1Þxþ ðvþ cÞÞj (77)

¼
Xk�ðvÞ

x¼k�ðvþcÞþ1
ðvþ cÞ � kþ x ¼ cðcþ 1Þ

2
: (78)
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Similar to x0 there is no error for x4, because
maxðIF;majorÞ < minðS0AND;x4Þ. In (47) we showed that IF;minor

does not intersect with 1s in SAND and contains 0s only. For
x1; x2; x3, IF;minor is in IF;major, so error within this interval
are already covered. Substituting v! ðvþ cÞ in (50) leads
additional error for x0 and x4

Mx0;Fminor
¼ jIF;minor \ jS0AND;x0 j (79)

¼
X
x¼x0
½nxþ v; nðxþ 1ÞÞ \ ½nx; kxþ ðvþ cÞÞ

(80)

¼
X
x¼x0

minðnðxþ 1Þ; kxþ ðvþ cÞÞ

�maxðnxþ v; nðxþ 1ÞÞ
(81)

¼
X
x¼x0

kxþ ðvþ cÞ � nx� v (82)

¼
Xv�1
x¼0

c� x � cðcþ 1Þ
2

: (83)

Repeating the same concept for IF;minor \ S0AND;x4 with
maxðnxþ v; kðxþ 1ÞÞ ¼ nxþ v givesMx4;Fminor

IF;minor \ S0AND;x4 ¼ ½nxþ v; nðxþ 1ÞÞ
\ f½kðxþ 1Þ; nxþ ðvþ cÞÞ for k > x > k� vg (84)

¼ minðnðxþ 1Þ; nxþ ðvþ cÞÞ
�maxðnxþ v; kðxþ 1ÞÞ: (85)

Mx4;Fminor
¼ jIF;minor \ S0AND;x4 j (86)

¼
X
x¼x4
ðnxþ ðvþ cÞÞ � ðnxþ vÞ (87)

¼
Xk�1

x¼k�vþ1
c ¼ ðv� 1Þc: (88)

Mtotal is the sum of individual error contributing intersec-
tions

Mtotal ¼
X

Mxi ¼
3

2
cðcþ 1Þ þ cðv� 1Þ: (89)

Up to this point we considered only one summand hav-
ing extra 1s that cause error. This is the result of two MAC
inputs having vþ c instead v 1s. When L (L 2 N) summands
exceed the allowed input range, the error increases propor-
tional to L. The number of potential error bits is converted
to the positional binary representation Eupper by scaling
with 1

nk

Eupper ¼
3
2 cðcþ 1Þ þ cðv� 1ÞÞ

nk
� L: (90)

The upper error limit Eupper increases linear w.r.t. v and L,
and quadratic with c. Note that Eupper ¼ 0 (the computation
is accurate), when c ¼ 0 (Equation (4) is satisfied).

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section, we verify our theory by using circuit imple-
mentations of the proposed technique. We compare the pro-
posed unary bit-stream-based MAC with three state-of-the-
art designs which represent data using Sobol-based owdis-
crepancy (LD) bit-streams [20] while perform the summa-
tion using either MUX or OR gates. Since all four designs
use AND gates for multiplication, we distinguish them by
their data representation and summation method, and call
them SobolMUX, SobolMUX=TFF, SobolOR and UnaryOR. Below,
we discuss the MUX-based methods (SobolMUX and
SobolMUX=TFF) and OR-based method (SobolOR) and their
corresponding equations and compare them to our pro-
posed technique.

6.1 Traditional Summation

Fig. 6a shows the most common SC design for MAC
units. Multiplications are performed using AND gates
and summation is implemented with MUX unit [3], [21],
[22]. A MUX-based adder divides the sum by the num-
ber of data inputs N . The MAC function is described as
follows:

zMUX ¼
P

1�i�N xiyi

N
; (91)

where xi and yi are inputs, and zMUX is the output. OR gates
replace the MUX unit in an alternative MAC circuit [16],
[23] (see Fig. 6b). OR gates find the union of input bit-
streams. For example, the result of a three-input OR is zOR ¼
a1 [ a2 [ a3 ¼ a1 þ a2 þ a3 � a1a2 � a1a3 � a2a3 þ a1a2a3. In
a two-stage stochastic MAC, ais are the outputs of AND gates
(ai ¼ xiyi and i ¼ 1; 2; . . .N).

Recent works on deterministic methods of SC [5], [7], [8]
showed that completely accurate computations can be done
using SC designs. Different deterministic approaches were
proposed based on LD [24], pseudo-random[5], and unary
bit-streams [8]. All these methods produce completely accu-
rate output when processing bit-streams with a specific
length (i.e., 2N�M bits where N is the number of inputs and
M is the precision of data) and decrease in accuracy when
shorter bit-streams are processed. Among these, Sobol-
based LD methods [20], [25] have shown minimum random
fluctuations and fastest convergence to the expected out-
put [5]. The authors in [5] showed exact and fast converging

Fig. 6. Two common SC MAC: (a) AND gate followed by a multi-input
MUX, (b) AND gate followed by a multi-input OR.
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multiplication with AND gates and scaled addition with
MUX when processing Sobol-based bit-streams. The
required independence between Sobol bit-streams is pro-
vided by generating each bit-stream based on a different
Sobol sequence. When used with OR gates, Sobol bit-streams
produce the union of the inputs with improved latency
compared to pseudo-random and unary bit-streams. We
compare our proposed MAC design with three baseline
designs processing bit-streams of this form.

Fig. 7 presents the outputs for approximate OR-based
MAC, scaled MUX-based MAC and the proposed UnaryOR

to show the input-ouput behavior of each method. Note
that the number of MAC inputs is twice that of N due to
the pairwise multiplication before summation. The 5-bit
precision (n ¼ 32; k ¼ 31) input values are marked on the
X-axis and are equally increased until the reference MAC
output, shown on the y-axis, reaches 1 (z ¼PN

i¼1 xiyi ¼! 1).
The non-scaled reference MAC output is a diagonal line
because MAC is a linear operation. While each of the
implemented methods exhibits some degree of deviation
compared to the reference, MUX-based methods diverge
the most from the non-scaled reference, because a MUX
unit performs scaled rather than normal addition. Tradi-
tional OR-based methods perform comparably to the pro-
posed UnaryOR design for small input values but falls
behind at larger ones. UnaryOR is closer to the non-scaled
reference MAC than MUX-based and OR-based designs
regardless of the number of inputs (e.g., 4, 12, and 24)
and is the only method that can provide completely accu-
rate results for small input values. The thresholds in
which the proposed method stops producing exact result
is marked by vertical lines in Fig. 7. These match the
thresholds from Table 1 after quantization. For example,
the computed threshold for n ¼ 32 and N ¼ 2 is 0.52 that,
after rounding to the next representable value, becomes
0.5. A 32-bit unary bit-stream represents 0.5 with 16 1s
followed by 16 0s. For input values greater than the
threshold, the proposed method guarantees the upper-
error bound (5) discussed in Section 5.

6.2 Practical Implementation

So far we distinguished the individual methods by their
summation technique (OR-based or MUX-based) and the
SNGs used. In this section, we further refine our MAC tech-
niques and introduce SobolMUX=TFF, UnaryOR=REG and
UnaryOR=SEQ. The latter two are alternative designs for the
proposed MAC technique, which achieve the same accuracy
results as UnaryOR, but require different resources. Hence,
we will not discuss them in accuracy comparisons. How-
ever, their differences will be discussed in the resource com-
parison section (Section 7). SobolMUX=TFF is a specific
implementation of MUX-based addition that does not
require an additional select input. The method is exten-
sively discussed in [14]. Both, the accuracy and the resource
requirements differ from SobolMUX, so it will be separately
discussed in our accuracy and resource comparisons. The
three UnaryOR methods reflect three examples of making rel-
ative delays between summands:

1) UnaryOR uses a separate SNG (consists of a counter and
a comparator) for each MAC input. The SNGs are enabled
pairwise at the clock cycles calculated with Algorithm 1 for
nk clock cycles. Two SNGs that are connected to the same
AND gate form one pair. The counters have relative prime
periods n and k ¼ n� 1. The bit-streams are 0, when the
SNGs are disabled. The computation architecture is equal to
Fig. 2b. Fig. 3 visualizes the concept of summing delayed bit-
streams. Each SNG is enabled for 240 clock cycles in unique
intervals and disabled (logic 0) for the remaining time.

2) UnaryOR=REG differs in both bit-stream generation and
cause of relative delays. It uses a pair of two counters
instead of one per MAC input (i.e., a total of 2N counters).
The values of the two counters are compared with each pair
of factors. The relative delays are caused by bit-shift regis-
ters of different lengths between the outputs of the AND

gates and the inputs of the OR gates. The length of the shift
register for summand i is equal to DelaysðiÞ computed with
Algorithm 1. In Fig. 2b, the length of the shift register after
AND gate with inputs x1; y1 is Delaysð1Þ (always 0), after
AND gate with inputs x2; y2 is Delaysð2Þ, and so on. It is
important that the output bit stream of a SNG is 0, when the
bit-stream generation is finished.

3) UnaryOR=SEQ uses one SNG pair (one for each relatively
prime length bit-stream) and the architecture in Fig. 2a. The
MAC works sequentially and the summands are added to
the accumulator one after another. To achieve the same
accuracy and output sequence the following two properties
are required. First, the inputs to the SNG pair must change
N times during MAC operation (once for each summand).
Second, the SNG pair must be disabled for the correct num-
ber of cycles between generating bit-streams for different
inputs, so that the new summand is added to the accumula-
tor at the right time. The accumulator is a shift register of
length nkþ Nmajor � vnþ Nminor� v (the LCM of inputs plus
the maximum delay from Algorithm 1). The SNGs must be
stalled for Nmajor � vnþNminor � v cycles between generating
the bit-streams of two subsequent input pairs. Simulations
show that it is possible to use a different buffer size and
avoid stalling the bit-stream generation (i.e., immediately
generate the next bit-stream when the previous is done).
However, finding a formula for optimal buffer sizes or
proofing 100 percent accuracy for sequential computation

Fig. 7. MAC outputs for OR-based and MUX-based as well as the pro-
posed UnaryOR as a function of input value and number of inputs. Up to
the vertical line (thresholds from Table 1), the proposed UnaryOR is exact
and provides the same output as a non-scaled MAC, shown as diagonal
line.
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without separately controlling the bit-stream generation
requires further investigation and is part of our future work.

All Sobol-based methods use the architecture in Fig. 2b,
but could also be adapted to use the sequential architecture
of Fig. 2a.

1) SobolOR approximates non-scaled summation with a
multi-input OR gate and requires N SNGs, because the AND

gates as well as the OR gate require uncorrelated inputs.
2) SobolMUX uses a multi-input MUX unit for scaled sum-

mation. The select input comes from a separate RNG that
produces uniformly distributed random integer variables in
the [0,N � 1] interval. The inputs of each multiplication
operation need to be uncorrelated, but the MUX inputs can
be correlated [3]. Hence, two RNGs can be shared to gener-
ate all inputs of multiplication operations [5]. This method
therefore requires three uncorrelated streams of random
numbers. Two, to make the factor bit-streams (connected to
AND gates) uncorrelated and one for the select input of the
MUX.

3) SobolMUX=TFF uses multiple 2-to-1 multiplexer stages
shown in Fig. 8 for scaled summation without requiring an
additional input (and RNG) for the select bit-stream. The
circuit consists of a toggle flipflop and an XOR gate.
SobolMUX=TFF requires two streams of random numbers,
which is the least of all methods in the parallel architecture.

6.3 Accuracy Comparison

a) SobolMUX and SobolMUX=TFF. The accuracy of a stochastic
MUX-adder decreases when the length of bit-stream is fixed
but the number of inputs increases [26]. For input values
close to 1, the 1

N factor in (91) helps keeping the result in the
[0,1] interval. For input values close to zero, however, the
result tends to be too small for accurate representation.
SobolMUX produces additional occurs if the select input of the
MUX is correlated to its inputs. As argued in [24], different
Sobol sequences should be used to generate independent
bit-streams and avoid the correlation error.

b) SobolOR. The accuracy of the OR-based adder is low
when input values are close to one (xi 
 x2

i ) and is high
when input values are close to zero (xi >> x2

i ). Additional
error occurs if input bit-streams are correlated; any overlap
between the location of 1s in the input bit-streams decreases
the accuracy.

c) UnaryOR. The proposed method is accurate (4) for input
values less than

v

k
�

$
n

d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Nþ1p �1

2 e þ 1

%
1

k
: (92)

The accuracy decreases for input values greater than this
threshold. A requirement for exact computation is applying
the relative delays from Algorithm 1 before summation.
The proposed method has a maximum error of (5) for input
values greater than (92). As shown in Table 1, this threshold
highly depends on N , the number of summands. Note that
Algorithm 1 must be modified for input values closer to 1.
We restrict our modifications to decreasing v until Algo-
rithm 1 returns enough delays. It is likely that a better adap-
tion exists, but we leave the study of this aspect for future
works.

6.4 Evaluation Results

In this section, we use 5-bit precision (n=32, k=31) unary bit-
streams of length nk=992 and 10-bit precision Sobol-based
bit-streams of length 210 ¼ 1024, unless stated otherwise.
We stop processing of bit-streams in the MUX-based and
SobolOR designs after n

2 cycles (here, 1024 cycles). Although
this introduces some truncation inaccuracy [5] in the com-
putation, the required number of processing cycles to pro-
duce high accuracy results with these MAC designs
exponentially increase with increasing the number of
inputs, which is not feasible in practice. We discuss the dif-
ferences in the latency of different SC MAC designs in more
detail in Section 8.

Table 2 compares the mean absolute error (MAE) (in per-
cent) of the implemented MAC designs for different ranges
of input values. We stop increasing the range of input val-
ues when the reference output reaches 1. The reference com-
putes on double precision and is listed in the first row.
SobolMUX-rescaled is equivalent to SobolMUX but with compen-
sation of the scaling inherent to the MUX-based adder. In a
second processing step, after converting back to positional
binary representation, the result of the scaled SobolMUX is
multiplied by N to get the correct order of magnitude
(SobolMUX-rescaled = SobolMUX �N). The same is true for
SobolMUX=TFF-rescaled. All listed designs perform the multi-
plication part of the MAC operation accurately. Their sum-
mation part, however, can cause error. SobolOR calculates
the union of inputs and suffers from a systematic error
when compared to reference sums. The MUX-based designs
implement scaled MAC operations and hence have a sys-
tematic deviation to non-scaled MAC results. Random fluc-
tuations in the select input [15] of SobolMUX and the fact that
the MUX unit discards N � 1 bits (through multiplexing)
each clock cycle leads to further accuracy loss. In general,
SobolMUX-rescaled has the potential to produce accurate
results for all input values and number of inputs as the sys-
tematic deviation of the SobolMUX gets compensated when
multiplying with N . However, it would take more than
1024 processing cycles to converge to the correct result.

As can be seen in Table 2, the proposed UnaryOR design is
the only MAC design that can compute completely accurate
results. It is significantly more accurate than the traditional
OR-based approaches. When compared to SobolOR, the
error decreases between 10 to 100 percent depending on the
range and number of input values. The proposed design
achieves a minimum error decrease of 37 percent for the
case of processing four inputs in the [0,0.95] interval

Fig. 8. Toggle flipflop based scaled adder implementation (SobolMUX=TFF)
that does not need an additional RNG for the select input of the
MUX [14].
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(5:1�3:25:1 � 100 
 37%) and 100 percent decrease when the pro-
posedmethod is exact.

When comparing the UnaryOR technique to rescaled
MUX-based methods the table shows two trends. The pro-
posed UnaryOR design performs better for small input
ranges, and medium input ranges with large number of
inputs. For 24-input MAC the proposed method has lower
error for input values in the [0,0.43] interval. The MAC error
decreases by 100 percent for input values in the [0,0.29]
interval and decreases by a minimum of 4:1�3:6

4:1 � 100 ¼ 12%
for input values in range [0.0.43]. In contrast, higher error is
observed for input values greater than 0.45. For 12 inputs,
UnaryOR is more accurate than both MUX-based MAC
designs for input values less than 0.55. For four inputs,
SobolMUX=TFF-rescaled, in most cases, computes more accurate
results than UnaryOR and SobolMUX-rescaled. The proposed
UnaryOR is more accurate than SobolMUX-rescaled for inputs
values less than 0.71. Nevertheless, considering the first row
of Table 2, if the mean reference result is below 0.25, our
proposed technique achieves either exact results or a mean
absolute error close to zero.

To give an example for one table entry, a mean reference
result of 0.125 with two summands (N ¼ 2) requires uni-
formly distributed random variables in range of 0 to 0.5 as
input. In that case, the inputs have an expected value of
EðxÞ ¼ 0:25. Since themaximum input for this case is 0.5, the
proposedmethodwill be exact as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7

z ¼ Eðx1ÞEðy1Þ þ Eðx2ÞEðy2Þ ¼! 0:12 (93)

! x1; y1; x2; y2 � Uð0; 0:5Þ (94)

z ¼ 2 � 0:252 ¼ 0:125: (95)

In the last four columns of Table 2, the range of inputs for
N ¼ 2 exceeds the [0,1] interval. The upper bound (i.e., 1)
gives a maximum input mean of EðxÞ ¼ 0:5, when the input
values are uniformly distributed. The maximum mean

reference of the MAC output is therefore z ¼PN
i¼1 xiyi ¼

0:52 þ 0:52 ¼ 0:5. However, we need outputs of greater than
0.5 to evaluate the accuracy for full possible range of the
results. To provide inputs with mean value greater than 0.5,
we generate uniformly distributed random values in the
[0,1.05], [0,1.14], [0,1.22],[0,1.31] and [0,1.38] intervals, and
round the values down when the generated input is greater
than 1. This way, the mean of inputs increases to values
greater than 0.5 as input values close or equal to 1 occur
more often. For example, when we generate 13 uniformly
distributed random values within the [0,1.2] interval we get
a mean of 0.6, with on average two values greater than 1.0.
If we clip the input values to 1.0, the mean value becomes
0.57. The disadvantage of clipping is a deviation from equal
spreading of input values. However, it allows using the
same RNG in all evaluations.

Fig. 9 shows the MAE of the proposed technique for dif-
ferent period lengths (n) and number of summands (N)
over the expected reference result (marked on the X-axis).
The inputs are scaled, uniformly distributed random values
equal to the numbers in Table 2. As it can be seen, the period
length and the number of summands have a negligible
impact on the accuracy. The MAC error primarily depends
on the value of the reference result. Note that, the input-out-
put relation of MAC is linear, due to the linearity of both
multiplication and addition. We recall the threshold (92) for
input values and accurate computation derived in Section 4.
Fig. 9 shows that the accuracy threshold for the MAC result
is approximately 0.25. This can also be seen in the third col-
umn of Table 2, with the mean reference MAC output listed
in the first row. Beyond this exact threshold, the error
increases quadratically. This matches the quadratic increase
of Eupper derived in Section 5. When the number of inputs
increases, the input ranges need to be decreased to keep the
mean reference result in the same interval and achieve a
similar accuracy with the case of fewer inputs. We show the
impact of increasing the number of inputs on accuracy in
Table 3, where we compare UnaryOR, SobolOR, SobolMUX=TFF-

TABLE 2
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) (%) Comparison of the Proposed UnaryOR With State-of-the-Art Design Approaches for Different

Number of SummandsN and Different Ranges of (5 Bit Precision) Uniformly Distributed Random Input Values

The result of MUX-based methods is rescaled by constantN in a second processing step to compensate the MUX scaling.
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rescaled and SobolMUX-rescaled for different bit-stream
lengths and number of inputs. For the purpose of not
exceeding an output of 1 we limit the input range for 2N �
2 MAC inputs to the [0,0.25] interval (the total number of
MAC inputs is 2N). The remaining two inputs have values
in the [0,1] interval. As a result, the MAC circuit needs to
sum one summand with average of 0:52=0.25 with N-1 sum-
mands with average of 0:1252. As can be seen in Table 3, all
implementations except SobolMUX=TFF-rescaled achieve a com-
parable MAE as in Table 2. SobolMUX=TFF-rescaled produces
error if the input values are significantly different (x >> y,
or y << x). For example, in Fig. 8, assume that x is close to 0
and y close to 1. Since the select input is 0 most of the time,
the result is z 
 y rather than z ¼ xþy

2 . UnaryOR halves the
MAE of conventional OR-based approaches and in most
cases has a higher error than SobolMUX-rescaled. However,
the MUX-based approaches require adjustment of the scal-
ing factor, whereas UnaryOR already provides a non-scaled
result. Our evaluations confirm that the proposed method is
accurate, even with large number of inputs, as long as the
input values are small enough.

6.5 A Case Study: Gray-Scale

To evaluate the proposed technique in an end-application,
we perform gray scaling on true color images. Gray scaling
is an image processing task that requires a MAC operation
for each pixel. RGB values are converted to gray-scale val-
ues by forming a weighted sum of the R, G and B compo-
nents as in

Gray ¼ 0:2989 �Rþ 0:5870 �Gþ 0:1140 �B: (96)

Gray-scale is well-suited for unipolar SC. All inputs and
results are positive values in the [0,255] interval that be scaled
to the [0,1] interval (as Q8 number format with eight fractional
bits). The MAC circuit has six inputs (N ¼ 3 summands),
with three of them being constant and the other three chang-
ingwith each pixel. The images are shown in Fig. 10with sizes
512�512�3 for RGB and 512�512�1 for gray-scale. Fig. 10a
shows the original image and Fig. 10b is the reference gray-

scale result. The reference uses 5-bit precision inputs and
exact arithmetic. Figs. 10c and 10d show the gray-scale results
for UnaryOR, and SobolOR that also use 5-bit precision inputs
and therefore ignore the three least significant bits of the 8-bit
color values. Fig. 10c has a MAE of 1.6 percent and Fig. 10d
has a MAE of 10.8 percent when compared to the output of
the reference. The image in Fig. 10d appears darker than
Fig. 10c as OR-based MAC result values are smaller than the
results of the newUnaryOR (as shown in Fig. 7 too) and smaller
valuesmean less brightness. The average value of the pixels in
the reference gray-scale image is 125 (=0.49 in Q8 number for-
mat). Table 2 lists a MAE of 2.6 percent for the proposed
method in the case of six summands at a mean reference
MAC output of 0.45. Since gray-scale only uses three sum-
mands instead of six, we can halve this table entry 2.6/
2=1.3%. A MAE of 1.3 percent is close to the 1.6 percent error
of the proposedUnaryOR in this case study.

UnaryOR and SobolOR require almost the same number of
clock cycles per pixel. UnaryOR finishes after 1012 cycles
while SobolOR stops after n2 ¼ 1024 cycles. The results in
Fig. 10c can be computed efficiently with UnaryOR and
UnaryOR=REG. We refer the readers to Sections 6.2 and 7 for an
analysis of both implementations and a resource consump-
tion comparison.

7 RESOURCE COMPARISON

In this section, we compare area and power consumption of
the state-of-the art methods with different implementations
of the proposed MAC technique. A SC system often consists
of some SNGs, a stochastic circuit that does the actual com-
putation and a probability estimator (for bit-stream to binary
conversion). We exclude the overhead of SNGs in our evalu-
ations as they are already discussed in the literature exten-
sively [2], [3], [5]. We also exclude the overhead cost of
compensating the scaling for the MUX-based methods (mul-
tiplying by N). Therefore, we don’t differentiate between
SobolMUX and SobolMUX-rescaled (same for SobolMUX=TFF and
SobolMUX=TFF-rescaled). The resource comparison includes the

Fig. 9. The MAE (%) of UnaryOR versus the mean reference output for dif-
ferent relative prime period lengths (n and k ¼ n� 1) and number of
MAC inputs. The inputs of the MAC are scaled, uniformly distributed ran-
dom variables.

TABLE 3
MAE (%) Comparison for Different Number of Summands

(N) and Input Bit-Stream Lengths (n)

One summand is in [0,1] interval andN-1 summands are below 0:252.

Fig. 10. (a) Original RGB image. Gray-scale using (b) reference design
(c) UnaryOR and (d) SobolOR.
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stochastic circuit, a minimal control logic (receives start sig-
nals and transmits a done signal after completion) and the
probability estimator unit. All flipflops are synchronous
with synchronous resets. We synthesized the designs using
the Synopsys Design Compiler v2018.06 with a 45nm gate
library. The designswere synthesized for 100MHz frequency.

Table 4 lists the area and power consumption of all six
implementations, with three of them being based on the
proposed MAC, for different number of inputs and input
precisions. The comparison shows that the implementations
without delay registers are significantly more efficient in
both area and power than implementations with registers
(UnaryOR=REG and UnaryOR=SEQ). The exception is UnaryOR=REG
with four inputs, as it requires comparable area and power
but can be implemented with fewer RNGs (see Section 6.2).
Note that, UnaryOR=REG is also viable for six inputs, because
for four and six inputs the proposed method only requires
minor relative delays. We refer to Section 3.2 for the defini-
tion of minor delays and to Fig. 3 (first tree subplots) for an
example of minor delayed summands. All implementations
except UnaryOR=SEQ require approximately the same compu-
tation time. So, the ratio of the required energy is similar to
the ratio of the required power. However, this is not true for
UnaryOR=SEQ. HDL simulations show that the sequential
implementation requires 2�, 7.8�, and 17.9� more compu-
tation time than the Sobol-based methods for 4, 12 and 24
inputs, respectively. This is primary due to the sequential
processing of inputs and secondary due to the stalled bit-
stream generation, which is required to achieve the same
accuracy as UnaryOR=REG and UnaryOR. As a result of the lon-
ger processing time, the energy consumption is significantly
higher for the UnaryOR=SEQ design than for the other imple-
mentations. The resource consumption of SobolOR, SobolMUX,
and UnaryOR hardly changes for different accumulator sizes
and bit-stream lengths. The reason is that the reported num-
bers does not include the cost of the SNGs, and the changes
only show different counter bitwidths, additional parallel
AND gates for multiplication, and more inputs to the OR gate
(or the MUX unit) for summation. SobolMUX=TFF shows more
resource consumption with increasing MAC size. This is
because it needs additional toggle flipflops and XOR gates to
compute the MUX’s select bit-stream (see Fig. 8). The
required delay registers of UnaryOR=REG increases heavily

with the input count as each additional summand requires
a larger delay register. In contrast, UnaryOR=SEQ has a high
base resource consumption which barely changes with the
number of inputs as the overall feedback buffer size is simi-
lar for all input counts. Since the number of delay elements
heavily depends on the bit-stream lengths, both UnaryOR=SEQ
and UnaryOR=REG, require significantly less resources for n ¼
16 than for n ¼ 32.

Between the three implementations of the proposed tech-
nique (i.e., UnaryOR, UnaryOR=SEQ, UnaryOR=REG), UnaryOR is
selected if the number of MAC inputs is greater than six
and counters for bit-stream generation can be shared
between multiple parallel MAC units. If counters can not be
shared, or the number of MAC inputs is less than or equal
six, UnaryOR=REG could be more efficient, when taking bit-
stream generation into account. UnaryOR=SEQ uses the MAC
architecture in Fig. 2a and is not efficient enough to compete
with the parallel architecture in Fig. 2b, as the cost for large
shift registers outweighs potential savings. The proposed
UnaryOR design requires, on average, 21 percent more area
than SobolOR due to the overhead of stalling the SNGs to
make relative delays between bit-streams. Further, UnaryOR
and SobolOR require similar power and energy due to similar
processing time. The main difference is their distinct bit-
stream generation. Both UnaryOR and SobolOR require N
SNGs, but UnaryOR requires counters as RNG while SobolOR
requires costly Sobol sequence generators [20]. Without the
costs for SNGs, SobolMUX consumes slightly less and
SobolMUX=TFF more resources than UnaryOR. However, we
emphasize that MUX-based circuits compute scaled results.
Rescaling by N is not possible in unipolar SC and the
resource consumption of the weighted binary multiplier is
not included in this analysis.

8 FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss three properties of the proposed
technique in more detail. First, we examine the implications
of N (the number of possible summands) being pronic. Sec-
ond, we discuss the consequences of requiring bit-streams
with relative prime period lengths as inputs. Finally, we
take a closer look at the convergence behavior of the pro-
posed technique compared to the state-of-the-art methods.

TABLE 4
Area (mm2) and Power Consumption (mW) for Three State-of-the-Art SC MAC Designs and for Three Implementations of the

Proposed MAC Technique
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1) In Section 4, we derived that the maximum allowed
number of summands is a pronic number (N ¼ 2; 6; 12;
20; 30 . . .). The maximum allowed number of inputs for the
MAC unit is twice of that (2N ¼ 4; 12; 24; 40; 60 . . .). The
number of inputs is often given by the application. The pro-
posed method also works for the number of inputs that are
not pronic. In that case, it is possible to use parts of the
delays from Algorithm 1 and leave the other unused. Then,
the accuracy threshold (92) and error (Table 2) is similar as
if all possible inputs are used. Compared to prior methods,
the proposed design performs best when the number of
inputs equals the maximum allowed from (3).

2) The proposed MAC technique of this work guarantees
uncorrelated inputs by using relatively prime bit-stream
lengths. The input bit-streams to the AND gates use relative
prime period lengths of n and k (n ¼ kþ 1). Thus, one input
value needs to be converted to a unary bit-stream with a
slightly higher resolution than the other one. This difference
in the representation introduces a systematic quantization
inaccuracy during bit-stream generation particularly for
small values of n and k. For example, the bit-stream repre-
sentation for 0.5 with period lengths n ¼ 8 and k ¼ 7 is
11110000 and 1111000, respectively. When converting back
to positional binary the values are v

n ¼ 4
8 ¼ 0:5 and v

k ¼ 4
7 ¼

0:5714. We claim that the proposed MAC design is deter-
ministic and accurate because its inaccuracy is predictable,
systematic and occurs at the bit-stream generation and not
in the computation circuit.

The maximum number of 1s in a stochastic bit-stream is
limited by the length of bit-stream. A relative delay between
input bit-streams increases the length of the output bit-
stream. In the proposed MAC design, the output bit-stream
has up to n � k (the LCM of input lengths) plus Nmajor � vnþ
Nminor � v (the maximum delay from Algorithm 1) bits.
Assuming that the maximum value (i.e., 1.0) is represented
by n � k bits of 1s, the expanded bit-stream result may repre-
sent a value greater than 1, which needs to be considered
when converting the output back to the conventional
weighted binary representation.

3) The number of processing cycles (i.e., latency) is differ-
ent for different stochastic MAC designs. The first stage of
MAC operation is multiplication which is similarly imple-
mented in all MAC designs using standard AND gates. Dif-
ferent MAC designs, however, are different in the second
stage of MAC operation which accumulates the multiplica-
tion results. The inputs of each AND gate are two uncorre-
lated bit-streams. For highest accuracy the inputs are 22B bit
long when multiplying two B-bit precision input values [5].
In Section 6, we choose B ¼ 5, so the multiplication latency
is 210 ¼ 1024 cycles (assuming each bit of the input bit-
streams are processed in one cycle) for the Sobol-based
designs and n � k ¼ 992 cycles for the proposed design.

In SobolOR, the OR-based addition converges to the union
of its inputs after 2N�2B ¼ 2N �10 cycles where N is the num-
ber of summands. MUX-based MAC converges to the scaled
addition of the summands after 22�2B ¼ 22�10 cycles because
the select input of the MUX must be uncorrelated to the out-
puts of multiplications. The summation stage of the pro-
posed UnaryOR MAC technique does not introduce any
additional latency besides the extra cycles from the relative

delays. UnaryOR requires exactly nk, the LCM of inputs, plus
Nmajor � vnþNminor � v cycles, the maximum delay from
Algorithm 1 to reach its maximum accuracy (the maximum
latency is less than 2nk cycles). The MAE results of the
MUX-based methods in Section 6 improve with longer proc-
essing times. In contrast, running the proposed MAC tech-
nique for the exact number of cycles is important, because
the accuracy decreases if the computation is stopped too
early or too late.

9 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a novel SC MAC technique based
on deterministic unary bit-streams. We showed that the pro-
posed design can compute completely accurate non-scaled
MAC and calculates overall more accurate results than the
OR-based MAC design fed with Sobol-based LD bit-stremas.
It also achieves lower error compared to the rescaled MUX-
based MAC designs, except for the case of processing a
small number of large inputs where the inherent scaling of
MUX units is beneficial. We provided practical implementa-
tions that show the proposed technique is suitable for appli-
cations with low input counts that require exact
computation as well as large accumulator sizes that can tol-
erate small errors. Modification of the proposed algorithm
and using additional logic gates are potential solutions to
further increase the threshold for exact MAC operation and
to enhance the accuracy for large input values. Such solu-
tions however require further investigation and are part of
our future work.
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